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STRAIGHT TALK
“We are on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis
and the nations will accept the New World Order.“ —David Rockefeller

ANOTHER GREAT DEPRESSION?
DEPRESSION DYNAMICS: 1930 REVISITED
March 9 (Bloomberg) -- The U.S. Economy’s Vital Signs

As in the Great Depression, world trade is collapsing,
wealth is evaporating and the banking system is broken.
Deflation is a growing threat as companies slash production, pay and prices.
“We are tracking 1929-1930,” says Barry Eichengreen,
a professor of economics and political science at the
University of California, Berkeley.
There’s no official definition of what qualifies as a
depression. In the 1930s, the unemployment rate rose to 25
percent and the economy shrank by more than a quarter.
Billionaire Warren Buffett said today the economy “has
fallen off a cliff” and is unlikely to turn around soon.
Bradford DeLong, a former Treasury official who is now
a professor at Berkeley, says a depression is a two-year
period with unemployment at 10 percent or above. The
jobless rate rose to 8.1 percent in February, a 25-year high.
A more accurate estimate places current unemployment at 15-20%.
The above quote is from a long article from Bloomberg
News. Other excerpts from this article say:
– Residential investment is down by 37%.
– Largest US luxury homebuilder reports a 51% sales drop.
– US auto sales fall 55%.
– Institutions worldwide racked up $1.2 trillion in credit
losses and writedowns.
– Announced job cuts topped 280,000.
– The Dow Jones Industrial Average falls 54%.
– Combined with collapsing house prices, the free-fall in the
stock market destroys $23 trillion in U.S. wealth.
Clearly, the “experts” are trying to paint a picture for us.
They’re saying we are in a crash ... and it is being caused
by home buyers who bought homes they could not afford.
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Now, we hear out of Sacramento that tent cities are forming
for people dispossessed of their homes.
Can we trust that all this is happening for the reasons
given us by the “experts” ... like those quoted above?
Obviously something is happening ... but what exactly?
THE VIEW FROM DOWN HERE
The experts tell us that the national economy, by
nature, goes through cycles of inflation and deflation. They
tell us this is usually nothing to worry too much about ...
unless one of those cycles get out of control. But this time,
they say, it has gotten out of control.
We are told that during inflation business prospers ...
then during deflation business shrinks. Is this really normal?
We are told that the government can fix this, but they
need big bucks ... then things will be OK again.
Do the economists and the politicians really know what
they are doing? And WHAT DOES ALL THIS HAVE TO DO
WITH ME DOWN HERE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FOOD
CHAIN?
THE NONEXISTENT MIDDLE CLASS
Americans really have very little idea what is actually
happening in the economy ... or what it is doing to them.
What they assume to be a “normal” economy is, in reality, a
very abnormal one ... created by usury banking. We’ve been
told it is inflation ... but it is actually depression. We’ve been
living in an economic depression without knowing it. We’ve
been told the economy was “growing.” But actually the
bankers’ economy (debt and usury) was growing. True, the
markets were expanding in volume, but they were operating
on DEBT. Profit was not “growing” for them. The American
economy is depressed ... but they tell us it is inflating.
The way they pulled this off is by telling Americans that
ever-growing debt is natural, and by pushing that debt off
into the future they made it seem distant and insignificant.
But it is NOT insignificant. Debt is serious! Plus, it carries
an ever-growing burden of interest. Debt is the opposite of
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wealth ... and it indicates poor management on our part.
The total combined debt of America in 2008 was
approximately $106 trillion. But the total money supply in
America was only about $15 trillion. How can there be $90
trillion more debt than there is money in existence? And
how can this debt ever be paid?
The interest, alone, on America’s debt amounts to more
than all the incomes of all Americans. How did America get
in this mess? This amounts to the enslavement of a nation
... THROUGH DEBT! “The rich rule over the poor, and the
borrower is slave to the lender” (Prov. 22:7).
It is estimated that America’s total wealth is approximately $38 trillion. How can there be $106 trillion debt
when everything in America is worth only $38 trillion?
Who or what caused all this debt? Answer: THE SAME
FOLKS WHO BROUGHT US THE GREAT DEPRESSION.
These are the same people who bring us poverty and wars
... through the magic of usury all wealth flows into their
hands. They are the class of elite bankers who have been,
and are still, in control. Their agenda is still the same. Their
policies are still the same. They play us like a violin, and are
now telling us that they are trying to save us from a natural
economic crisis ... and that in order to save us we must
agree to let them take more power and more money ... and
we, the common folk, must content ourselves with less
money and less power.
Using historical precedents as models, we can logically
determine that the current economic distress is just one
more manufactured crisis planned and implemented by the
elite class of bankers and politicians ... both of whom have
way too much wealth and power.
EASY COME, EASY GO
Reuters reports that 45% of the worlds wealth has been
destroyed over the past few months. Others describe it as
several TRILLION dollars that have “evaporated” out of the
world economy.
If it left, where did it go? Was it moved from here to
there? Is it sitting in some other country ... in some vaults
somewhere? Where could trillions of dollars go?
The answer is that it never was anything but entries
called “assets” on bank records. It came from nothing; it
went to nothing ... all by the magic of usury banking.
And one more thing: the hundreds of billions of dollars in
bailout money ... where does it come from? Answer: it
comes from the same magic ... it is created out of thin air. It
is created, on the spot, as “assets” in the bank records, and
counted as debts for us. One second it doesn’t exist ... the
next second it does. It is magic.
The intricate details are long and boring ... but that’s the
general idea. The world in which those billions and trillions of
dollars ebb and flow is NOT THE WORLD WHERE YOU
AND I EXIST. It is the world of politicians, Wall Street
bankers, and international billionaires. They have created a
world for themselves in which they can wave a wand and
create billions and trillions on the spot ... and we let them
do it.
If they lose a trillion or two, we get all alarmed ...
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because the newspapers tell us it is terrible. They tell us
that those lost trillions were ours. But its kinda funny –
those trillions were never considered to be ours until after
they were lost! After Wall Street lost them ... suddenly they
are ours. Odd, isn’t it?
These are the folks who created the current economic
crisis ... becoming billionaires in the process. They are
fomenting all the current frenzy to disguise the fact that after
it is all over they will still be stinking rich ... and we will be
left standing there with our pockets empty, blinking our
eyes, wondering what happened. They play with evaporating
trillions, making billions in the process ... and then they get
more bailout money from government. What a racket!
HOW DO THEY GET BY WITH ALL THAT?
Its not that they are all that smart. Its just that we are
abysmally dumb. The relationship between “them” (the elite)
and “us” (the commoners) remains the same. They (the
elite) represent less than 5% of the population, but they
possess or control about 90% of the wealth. Their power is
so disproportionate to ours that they have almost total
control over “us.” We cannot compete with them or fight
them. We are the plankton, and they are the whales.
This is not by accident. It has always been this way.
The elite have always ruled over the masses. When national
or global events (crises) occur, it is always because the elite
rulers cause them to occur. These events are NOT natural.
They are manufactured for the purpose of readjusting
society and consolidating power among the elite.
Patriots hold a foolish idea that we commoners have
some kind of power or influence over the elite rulers. This is
patent nonsense. Patriotism, per se, is the way the elite
rulers trick us into being controlled, dumb and pacified. The
patriot mindset voluntarily opts into slavery. Patriots voluntarily walk into their mental prisons, close the cell door
behind them, and then brag that they are secure and
vindicated in that they control their own fate.
It is a neat trick. It is old, tried and proven. It is based
on illusion, but it appeals to the carnal nature of man who
prefers to think that his enslavement is his own idea. The
elite rulers know this, they use it against us ... and it works
every time.
The common people (you and I) do not understand the
mind of the elite. We cannot fathom the corruption, deception and arrogance required to be one of them. On a whim
they create war to kill people and destroy nations. They
think nothing of blood, pain, or anguish ... as long as it is
ours and not theirs. They exercise economic and political
control over us. They live by a code that can be simply
stated thus: “WE ARE IMPORTANT, AND YOU ARE NOT.”
They and their ways are as alien to us as ... well, as if
they were from another planet. We simply cannot relate to
how the mind of the elite rulers work.
The common people occupy themselves going around in
tiny circles ... supporting political parties ... waiting to see
what the rulers have in store for them next. And whatever it
is ... whatever is in store for us next ... it will be determined
by the elite. It will NOT be determined by voters, or by
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patriots, or by petitions written to congressmen, or by civil
demonstrations, or by any of the methods ALLOWED to us.
We, with only about 5% of the wealth and power, have
no traction or defense against those who have 90% of the
wealth and power.
That’s the way it is ... like it or not. They constructed
the system this way, and we let them do it. It is the same
thing they have always done to people like us. And “we the
people” ignorantly pride ourselves in this system. But the
joke is on us.
EVIDENCE OF CONSPIRACY
Rep. Kanjorski from Pennsylvania is on tape describing
what happened last fall that triggered the manufactured
crisis that America is now experiencing. In his words:
“On Thursday Sept 15, 2008 at roughly 11 AM The Federal Reserve noticed a tremendous draw down of money market accounts in the USA to the tune of $550 Billion dollars in
a matter of an hour or two.
Money was being removed electronically.
The treasury tried to help with $150 Billion. But could not
stem the tide.
It was an electronic run on the banks.
The treasury intervened but had they not closed down
the accounts they estimated that by 2 PM that afternoon ...
within 3 hours ... $5.5 Trillion would have been withdrawn and
collapsed the market ... and within 24 hours the world economy
would have collapsed."
Wow! We have not heard THAT from anyone else. That
“draw down” was evidently done by a group of bankers
conspiring to crash the economy. This same thing happened
in 1929 ... with the same intention and same result.
The current “crisis” was not caused by “sub-prime
mortgages” as we are being told. Big bankers and Wall
Street wizards caused the problem, and they are the ones
who benefit from the collapse.
THE BANKERS MANIFESTO

(Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh, Sr. revealed the
Bankers Manifesto of 1892 to the U.S. Congress about 100
years ago.)
“We (the bankers) must proceed with caution and guard
every move made, for the lower order of people are already
showing signs of restless commotion. Prudence will therefore show a policy of apparently yielding to the popular will
until our plans are so far consummated that we can declare
our designs without fear of any organized resistance.”

It doesn’t take a genius to see that this manifesto is
being fulfilled. But what modern politico will admit it?
The following prediction came from the mid-1800’s, from
an unlikely source:
"Owners of capital (bankers and Wall Street -ed) will
stimulate the working class to buy more and more of
expensive goods, houses and technology, pushing them to
take more and more expensive credits, until their debt
becomes unbearable. The unpaid debt will lead to bankruptcy of banks, which will have to be nationalised, and the
State will have to take the road which will eventually lead to
Communism”. (Karl Marx, Das Kapital , 1867)
Was Marx a prophet? You can’t get much more accurate than this. Central government leads to Fascism.
Fascism leads to Communism/Socialism where banks and
governments combine to own everything. This is the only
end possible for the system America has embraced.
WHY IS GOD LETTING THEM DO THIS TO US?
Why has God allowed the evil men to rule over us? You
may not like the answer.
7. Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a
man sows, that shall he also reap.”
Gal 6:7
43. The stranger that is within you shall get up above you very
high; and you shall come down very low.
44 He shall lend to you, and you shall not lend to him: he shall
be the head, and you shall be the tail.
45. Moreover all these curses shall come upon you, and shall
pursue you, and overtake you, till you be destroyed; because
you hearkened not to the voice of Yahweh your God, to keep
his commandments and statutes which he commanded you:
46. And they shall be upon you for a sign and for a wonder,
and upon your seed for an unknown time.
47. Because you served not Yahweh your God with joyfulness,
and with gladness of heart, for the abundance of all things;
48. Therefore shall you serve your enemies which Yahweh
shall send against you, in hunger, and in thirst, and in
nakedness, and in want of all things: and he shall put a yoke
of iron upon your neck, until he has destroyed you.
Dt. 28: 43-48

It goes on to state that the bankers must place their
special agents in every important office of the land in order
to gather information for the bankers; also to plant specific
propaganda into those offices. The manifesto also spells out
how they will corrupt, undermine, weaken and take control
over the whole system ... until their power is so great that
no one dares to cross them.
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
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Americans, and most the world, love the Beast System
and despise Yahweh’s system. The Beast System has set
a few elite to rule over the rest of us, and it enables the elite
to garner 90% of the wealth to themselves. This simply
could NOT happen in a nation that honors Christ as King.
But, the people of America have never recognized Christ as
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King. Thus, America is experiencing exactly what she has
asked for. This is what “we the people” insisted upon ... and
God is letting us have it.
So, you see, God is not “letting them do this to us.”
Rather, He is letting us do it to ourselves. As in the days of
Samuel, God is letting us have what we want. Americans
insist on the Beast System, and God is giving it to us.
NO INFLATION (and no “hyperinflation”)
Very few Americans understand the money system.
Most of us are clueless as to how banks and governments
work. And as long as we remain ignorant of our captors, and
how they captured us, we cannot analyze the problem.
For instance, let us consider “inflation.” Economists,
politicians and newsmen tell us the dollar is suffering from
inflation. The classic definition of inflation is “too much
money chasing too few goods and services.” This definition
is accurate ... but it does not describe our situation.
If it were true ... if we had too much money chasing too
few goods and services, then money would be more
plentiful than goods. Do you see this happening today? I
don’t. And if there is too much money, why aren’t we using it
to pay off debts? How can there be too much money and
too much debt at the same time? It doesn’t make sense.
Economists tell us that the dollar is losing its purchasing power due to inflation. Is it possible that economists (all
of them) are confused? Well, its quite likely since they
subscribe to the Babylonian school of economics.
DEBT IS NOT INFLATION
Inflation (true inflation) is when the supply of money
grows faster than the supply of goods and services. That
would cause dollars to begin to compete for goods and
services by bidding them up as at an auction. Prices of
goods and services would rise as they are bid up, changing
the balance of dollars needed to buy goods. Since more
dollars would be required to purchase things, more would be
printed to fill the need.
This is inflation, and it causes the dollar to lose purchasing power. But this is NOT what is happening in
America!
Think about it. It is true that prices have risen ... but not
due to inflation. Consumers are not competing to buy
products by bidding them up. Rather, the producers have
been forced to raise their prices because they have higher
production costs. These are totally different dynamics.
What pushes up the costs of production? Is it too much
money? No! I don’t think so.
Production costs have been pushed up because
producers had too much DEBT. Debt, taxes, licenses, fees,
and government regulations – these are the things that push
up the cost of production. Apples cost more to grow and
market (due to rising debt, taxes, fees, and government
regulations) so farmers and markets must raise their prices
to make ends meet. The same is true with autos, cattle, or
houses. The rising debt behind all production is the thing
that is pushing up prices. THIS IS NOT INFLATION. In fact,
it is a form of DEPRESSION ... and it is the natural result of
S T R A I G H T TA L K
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usury banking. Bankers depress the markets by making
good more expensive, harder to market, and harder to buy.
US DOLLARS REPRESENT DEBT - NOT WEALTH
The dollar you have in your pocket came into existence
by someone borrowing it from a bank. It didn’t exist before
that. When it was lent into existence it became a “note”
(Federal Reserve Note). A “note” is a debt. A debt is not
“wealth.” It is an IOU. However, for the banker’s ledger it is
listed as “an asset.” A dollar created out of thin air becomes
an asset to banks, but a debt to us. Thus, when we trade
dollars among ourselves, we are trading our debts ... debts
that we owe to banks.
In addition to each note we owe to the banks, we also
owe interest on that note. But that interest can never be
paid because the original loan created only the note ... it did
not create the additional interest. If the dollar was lent at
10% interest, then one dollar and 10 cents is owed back to
the bank. Thus, since only one dollar was created, there is
never enough money in existence to pay the interest.
The additional money needed to pay the interest does
not physically exist. That makes it unpayable ... so it just
keeps growing and growing into mountains of enslaving
debt. It turns us into perpetual slaves, and it makes the
bankers rich. They “get above us very high; and we come
down very low..” “They are the head, and we are the tail.”
The bottom line is this: DEBT – NOT INFLATION – is
the curse of the common man. Debt continually enriches
the bankers while it continually bleeds us. Good for them ...
bad for us.
WHO GETS HURT WHEN IT ALL CRASHES?
In a crash everyone loses ... but not everyone gets hurt.
Let me illustrate. If you have a thousand dollars, and I have
a billion dollars ... and if a crash wipes out 80% of all wealth
... where does that leave us? Well, you are left with $200
(about enough for one trip to the gas station and the grocery
store). But I am left with $200 million. I’m still stinking rich.
We both lost, but only you got hurt. That, in a nutshell,
is what the elite are pulling off right now. After the purge they
still have enough to buy up everything we lose.
The bottom line is this: the American system is a
plutocracy where an elite 5% own and/or control everything.
They accomplished this through usury banking and continual wars waged by politicians.
Since their wealth and power depends upon keeping us
in debt, there is NO SOLUTION to this curse except debt
release (Lev. 25:10) and abolishment of usury banking. Of
course the bankers will never agree to this ... so intervention
by God is the only way to accomplish this.
The government is already gearing up with military
troops in the states to put down riots and “civil unrest” that
they think will come with hard times. Its all planned. Rioters
and demonstrators will be swept up and put into camps.
Stay clear of these traps. Don’t rise to their bait. It is all
based on deception and illusion.
Pray for clear vision,
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